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Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

10/9/2022 A gay professional wrestler makes history as the first 

openly gay wrestler to win a title in All Elite Wrestling. 

You can now buy red paint made from real blood 

donated by gay men. The Queer as Folk reboot has 

been canceled.

Being gay in professional wrestling is a rare thing so to have someone 

win a title and be openly gay is big news. Buying red paint made from 

blood is an interesting idea and goes along with a Halloween theme 

since it is close. Queer as Folk was originally a big show that many 

watched but the reboot has not garnered the same attention.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

10/11/2022 This week we talk about our day at Pride along with the 

many happenings and events of the day. We highlight 

local establishments this week in our Locals segment. 

We talk about two things that we have taken from the 

past week. 

Pride happened for Orlando this past weekend. Shouting out local 

establishments helps them to gain business and listeners may not be 

aware of these places. This is to give listeners a little insight into each 

of us.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

10/20/2022 This week the LGBTQ community lost someone 

everyone loves in Leslie Jordan. Sam Smith and Kim 

Petras become the first openly non-binary and 

transgendered artists to make the Top 100. The LGBTQ 

Center of Orlando canceled the Drag Queen Story Hour 

over threats from hate groups.

Losing Leslie Jordan suddenly and tragically just happened yesterday 

so the news is relevant. It is a great feat for inclusion to have Sam 

Smith and Kim Petras to make this placement. This is a local story that 

many may not be aware of.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

10/27/2022 Lil Nas X is tired of people asking his sexual position. 

Carl Nassib has a new app that is not just for jocks. 

Leonardo Di Vinci is highlighted in our Your Gay History 

segment.

This opens the conversation of misogyny when gay people are asked 

their sexual position or gender role in a relationship. Carl Nassib's new 

app helps bring together people looking for non profits to help with. 

Leonardo di Vinci was gay and listeners may not know the history of 

him.

Curtis Earth Show 11/1/2022 Dog adoption with Nora Brooker. She is a resident of this 

county and produces several non profit events like this 

each calendar year`

This fundraiser will serve to get many dogs adpopted.  Many people will 

have a reason to come together for a good cause.  Proceeds will 

benefit several NO KILL shelters in Orlando.

Creative Control Radio 11/1/2022 Today's episode featured a very enlightened, 

sophisticated, and down to earth brother--"Flozigg". We 

discussed the work he has done and continues to do 

within the local music industry. This was fun and 

energetic episode.

Every episode we do is important to the community. We discussed pop 

culture, relevant news and media, as well as the local music scene. 

Fantastic episode with fantastic people.

International Mix Show 11/2/2022 Discussed Education and its importance. As International Students, we saw it fit to talk about Education and how 

we benefit from a Rollins Education. 
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Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

11/3/2022 Kit Connor comes out as bisexual after pressure from 

the public. Transgendered business tycoon makes 

history after buying the Miss Universe pageant. In a first, 

two gay men contest the same Congress seat in US 

elections. 

This first story can resonate with listeners perhaps about coming out on 

one's own time. The Miss Universe pageant being bought by a 

transgendered woman is history in itself. Today is Election Day so a 

story about gay men running against each other is appropriate.  

Creative Control Radio 11/8/2022 This episode we had on Sheldon Odunna, a Rollins 

alumni and former professional basketball. We 

discussed life after College as  well as pop culture 

topics. Overall, it was a funny and engaging episode. 

Every show we do is important to the community. Sheldon is involved in 

a variety of community oriented initiatives .It was an informative episode 

that anyone in the Winter Park community can learn something from. 

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

11/9/2022 With this week being Transgender Awareness week we 

talk about how a character from Alien is transgender. 

We also talk about a group of transgender people who 

are making a difference in the world. Lastly we talk about 

two transgender soldiers who retired with a rare 

distinction.

Many people do not realize that the movie Alien had a major character 

who is transgender. Listeners may not be aware of transgender people 

on the list that are doing good in the world. The two soldiers received an 

honorable discharge so this story is something listeners may not know.

Curtis Earth Show 11/15/2022 Discussing responsible pest control. Many Florida 

homes have been infested since the two hurricanes.

Many struggle with easy quick  pest control, which means killing the 

animals. Others opt for the more expensive but ecologically responsible 

removal of pests.

Creative Control Radio 11/15/2022 This episode was centered around our esteemed guest--

Chapman! Chapman has founded and created NWO 

which is a prominent community outreach brand started 

here in Orlando. New West Orlando promotes prosperity 

and the coming together of community--which is just 

what this episode is about.

Every show we do here is important to the community! The Brand and 

founder that we deatured today, " New West Orlando" promotes 

prosperity and the coming together of community--which is just what 

this episode is about. Overall, a great episode and great environment to 

be in

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

11/16/2023 We discuss our thoughts and sympathies for the mass 

shooting in Colorado Springs. Since we both have HIV 

this week we talk about ten inspiring actors who have 

told the world about their HIV status. Candace Cameron 

Bure leaves the Hallmark Channel over lack of traditional 

marriage movies. 

In Orlando we had to deal with the Pulse massacre so this recent 

massacre in Colorado Springs brings up feelings. Both of us are vocal 

about us having HIV and talking of others in the article can help any 

listener who may have HIV themself. Talking about Candace Cameron 

Bure's move to a different channel opens up conversations about 

freedom of speech.
Creative Control 11/22/2023 Todays episode featured, Rollins College's very own--

Sharif Almulla (Saif Love). He is a very prominent artist 

here in Orlando and a Rollins alumni. Great guy, great 

energy, great episode.

Every show we do is important to the community. Sharif, is an 

established artist here in Florida and he gave critical advice to those 

who are up and coming. Overall, this episode was great!

Curtis Earth Show 11/29/2022 Today is Giving Tuesday and discussed were the ways 

in which people chose non-profits and why. Certain non-

profits are very forthcoming with their profit and spending 

ledgers.

WPRK is one of the beneficiaries of Giving Tuesday as is many non-

profits in and around Winter Park



Our Seat, Our Table 12/1/2022 Women and wellness. Julie Ward a nutritionist and 

Donna Morton, a mindset coach.

It is information coming from Community leaders sharing their point of 

view and lived experience. It is platform for community members to 

disseminate information for the Rollins community. 

Curtis Earth Show 12/2/2022 Our guest is Linda Janssen.  She makes dolls for a 

living.  Deviant Dollz is the company

She is a local entrepreneur. She will discuss how small businesses 

compete with the big conglomerates. Many small businesses thrive in 

the WP area and all of them have different strategies in which to do so. 

Tonight we will talk about her impact on the local scene.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

12/6/2022 Central Pennsylvania drag queen and activist was 

charged with twenty five counts of possessing child 

pornography. The Food and Drug Administration 

considers easing restrictions on gay and bisexual men 

who want to donate blood. A woman meets the donor's 

family after the first HIV+ to HIV+ heart transplant.

This drag queen in Pennsylvania is the person that the far right are 

using an example of all drag queens so it is good for listeners to be 

aware of such. The FDA has in place a one year time frame from last 

male to male sexual encounters in order to donate blood, but is now 

considering changing it to three months which is a big deal. Having a 

heart transplant be successful  between to HIV+ individuals is huge 

news so we want listeners to know. It opens up doors for other 

transplants.

Curtis Earth Show 12/13/2022 Today we feature John Rife of the East End Market.  

John is the brains behind the co-op. Fleet Farming, 

entrepreneurialism in Orlando and sustainability 

The East End Market is 3 miles from Rollins College. The community at 

the school and beyond it's gates will learn of the efforts being made to 

create a greener community.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

12/15/2022 This past week President Biden signed the Respect of 

Marriage Act into law. In India gay couples ask the 

Supreme Court to legalize same sex marriage. A man in 

Florida seeks to ban 3600 LGBTQ+ and anti-racist 

books.

Being that we are a gay show we feel the need to talk about this topic. 

We know what the struggle is like to politically get the same rights as 

others so we can empathize with the couples in India. In Florida we 

already have had book bans in libraries so we talk about this man in 

order to shed light on what can happen. 


